Effectual Services is a well established and fast growing patent and legal support services company having experience and expertise in providing patent and legal services. With an exceptional mix of technical and legal knowledge, research proficiency, and analytical depth, we are able to consistently provide cost-effective top-notch patent research and legal support services.

Effectual Services has technical and legal experts to handle every conceivable technology or situation and support at every stage of patent life cycle from drafting and prosecution to enforcement and litigation. Our firm’s clientele range from IP law firms, general law firms, patent licensing firms, patent brokers, legal departments at mid-sized companies, multinational conglomerates, research institutions and includes university and venture capital backed clients. We help our clients improve their business effectiveness and maximize ROI by leveraging deep domain expertise, engineering excellence, rock-solid execution and a comprehensive delivery model.

Our team members are tech savvy, proactive and have passion for excellence and are always on the forefront in bringing satisfaction to customers’ needs. Our team of paralegals has deep knowledge of rules and processes which allows us to reduce cost and still maintain quality and efficiency. Lawyers at Effectual Services successfully help clients in document review, legal research, deposition summarization, due diligence, and contract management.
**PATENT LITIGATION INSIGHTS FOR**  
*July 2014*

**Filing velocity:**

Patent litigation trends for the month of July 2014 show that 413 patent lawsuits were filed, which indicates an increase of approximately 9.84% from the previous month and ~16.7% decrease than the same month in the previous year (July 2013). The graph below illustrates the patent lawsuit filing trends observed since April 2013.
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Also, the week wise patent lawsuits trends for the month of July 2014 are presented below:

![Graph showing week wise patent lawsuit trends](image)

Week 2 witnessed peak lawsuit filing activity closely followed by Week 3.


**Highlights:**

- Total number of Patent lawsuits filed in the month of July 2014 is 413.
- With 92 lawsuits, Delaware District Court was a preferred choice for filing lawsuits in the month of July 2014, followed by Texas Eastern District Court with 87 lawsuits.
- Most of the lawsuits were filed by Freeny et al (Charles C. Freeny, III Bryan E. Freeny, James P. Freeny) closely followed by Rec Software, and Network Congestion Solutions.
- Top US classes which were most targeted for patent lawsuits in June 2014 were 514, 455, and 709.
Delaware District Court was a preferred choice for filing lawsuits in the month of July 2014, followed by Texas Eastern District Court.

Together, the top 5 courts accounted ~63% of the lawsuits filed during the past month.

The Figure above shows top 5 preferred US District Courts for patent lawsuit filing. Evidently, maximum Patent Lawsuits were filed in the Delaware District Court, closely followed by Eastern District Court of Texas.

**Top Plaintiffs & Defendants:**

- Most of the lawsuits were filed by Freeny et al closely followed by Rec Software, and Network Congestion Solutions.

The figure above shows the top 8 Plaintiffs, for the month of July 2014. Clearly, most of the lawsuits were filed by Freeny et al (Charles C. Freeny, III Bryan E. Freeny James P. Freeny – 12 lawsuits) followed by Rec Software (11 lawsuits), Network Congestion Solutions (11 lawsuits).

Sony (7), Samsung (7) and LG Electronics (6) were amongst the top 6 defendants for the month, followed by Actavis Laboratories (5), HTC (5) and Microsoft (5).
**ITC Complaints trend**

In the month of July 2014, five ITC complaints were filed by Choong’s Design Inc., Enterprise system Technologies, Johnson Outdoors Inc, Bose Corporation, and Valeo. The complaint by Enterprise Systems Technologies was filed against Apple, LG Electronics, Samsung, HTC, Cirrus Logic Inc on Communication technology or Computer Devices.

Source: http://info.usitc.gov/sec/dockets nsf/337?

---

The Top Subclasses covered ~7% litigation of the entire class.

Top US sub classes targeted were:

- **455/550.1** which relates to — Telecommunications: Radio Telephone Equipment Details
- **709/235** which relates to — Electrical Computers and Digital Processing Systems: Multicomputer Data Transferring; Congestion Avoiding

---

Top US classes that witnessed litigation activity were:

- 514 covered ~9% of the litigation activity in July 2014, followed by 455 which covered ~7% and 709 which covered ~7% of the litigation activity in July 2014.

Top US subclasses that witnessed litigation activity were:

- 455/550.1 which covered ~30% and 709/235 which covered ~50%, of the litigation activity in respective US classes.
EFFECTUAL TEAM

We recognize our staff to be our number one asset. Accordingly, we employ a sophisticated and thorough screening mechanism when selecting personnel. We do our utmost to maintain the most skilled, diligent, and dedicated staff. We pride ourselves in having one of the best-trained teams in the industry. We are able to retain the brightest and most talented patent professionals and technical experts in India.

Effectual’s subject matter experts have advanced degrees (PhD / MS) in science & technology, excellent communication skills and have years of industry experience. Our team works under the close supervision of US patent and trademark attorneys, ensuring quality and consistency on all work products.

Our teams consist of experienced Lawyers from India's Best Law Schools. They are educated and trained in Common Law systems to meet the requirements of our Global customers.

OUR CUSTOMERS

- Law Firms – General/ Specialized
- Corporations/In-house Counsels
- Patent Monetization Companies
- Patent Brokers
- Research Institutions / Academia
- Individual Inventors
- Government agencies
- Insurance companies
- Banks

Customers – Global footprint

We serve customers across the globe

Customers – Keeping Customers happy

We keep our customers happy – we have a very high retention rate when it comes to customers.

OFFICES

**Noida, India**
B-55, Ground Floor, Sector 2, Noida 201301 – India
Phone: +91 120 4561797, + 91 9013673286

**Delhi, India**
210, DDA Building No-5, District Center, Janak Puri, New Delhi-58
Phone: +91 9013948557
Email: info@effectualservices.com

**Texas, USA**
2727 LBJ Freeway, Suite 309, Dallas, Texas 75234, US
Phone: +1-972-256-8133
Fax: +1-972-910-0664

**UK/Europe Sales Contact**
Phone: +44-203-286-8233

Simplifying Legal Services